RISK MANAGEMENT NEWSLETTER

“The SWFL Scout Safety Guy”

BSA Policies & Risk Management
1. There is a new Guide to Safe Scouting manual that was published March,
2011. This new edition has some guidance for District and Council events.
It currently is available online and in printed form.
2. The new health form has an expanded place for immunizations. Note that
tetanus is usually required for most Scouting activities.
3. What are the Risk Management Awards that individuals and units can earn?
a. The Emergency Preparedness Award
b. The BSA Ready and Prepared Award
c. The Southwest Florida Council Risk Management Award

Thinking About Risk Management
The (8) ATEs of Risk Management
For Scout Leaders

ANTICIPATE - As Scout leaders, we are responsible for the overall safety
of Scouting activities. Part of the planning should be contemplating what
can go wrong, normally and abnormally, and how can we prevent it.

In the picture at the right, what can go wrong?

RESONATE When you are thinking about safety issues, talk out loud
about it, even if it sounds unreasonable. Could the guitar catch on fire,
melting a guitar string, causing it to whiplash into someone’s eye? No?
How about burning the fingers of the guitar player? Discuss all the
possibilities of things that can go wrong.
INVESTIGATE - Starting with the most possible unanticipated event,
what can you do to prevent it? If something bad has occurred, determine
how and why it occurred.
IMPERSONATE - Impersonate in your mind the activity of each Scout in
the circle.
INSTIGATE - As Scout leaders, it is your duty to initiate changes that make
the Scouting environment and unit procedures more safe.
PARTICIPATE - If you are not the one who initiates, then you can provide
leadership to the Scouts by cheerfully participating.
ANTICIPATE - Before you convert to a new practice, try to anticipate
again what can go wrong with the new safety procedure, normally or
routinely long, and abnormally wrong.
EVALUATE - Have we improved overall safety? Are the Scouts and
Scouters more aware of the hazards and ways to avoid exposure to the
hazards? Is the new program compliant with BSA and your chartered
institutions policies?
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